
Unit Grammar items
Exam practice  
task text type(s)

1  Nouns and 
noun clauses 
(pp. 2–11)

1.1 Using nouns
1.2  Countable and uncountable nouns

1.3 Compound nouns
1.4 Noun clauses

Business email

2  Pronouns 
(pp. 12–21)

2.1  Subject and object pronouns
2.2  Possessive pronouns

2.3 Reflexive pronouns
2.4  Each other/one another

Diary entry

3  Determiners 
(pp. 22–33)

3.1 Using determiners
3.2 Articles
3.3  Possessive adjectives and possessive -s
3.4  Demonstrative adjectives and demonstrative pronouns

Brochure

4  Amounts 
(pp. 34–47)

4.1 Using quantifiers
4.2  Expressing indefinite amounts
4.3  Expressing a certain amount  

of something
4.4  Talking about an adequate 

amount

4.5  Expressing definite amounts
4.6  Either, either … or, neither, 

neither … nor
4.7  Containers and quantities
4.8  Comparing amounts
4.9  Summary of quantifiers

Listicle

5  Agreement 
(pp. 48–57)

5.1 Subject-verb agreement
5.2 Singular verbs
5.3 Plural verbs

5.4  Either singular or plural verbs
5.5 Other special cases
5.6 Collective nouns

Debate speech

Progress Check 1 (pp. 58–59)

6  The present 
(pp. 60–73)

6.1 Simple present
6.2 Present continuous

6.3 Present perfect
6.4  Present perfect continuous

Film review

7  The past 
(pp. 74–87)

7.1 Simple past
7.2 Past continuous
7.3 Past perfect

7.4 Past perfect continuous
7.5  Past perfect continuous versus 

past perfect

Letter of complaint

8  The future 
(pp. 88–101)

8.1  Will and shall
8.2 Be going to
8.3 Present tenses
8.4  Will/Shall, be going to and  

present tenses

8.5 Future continuous
8.6 Future perfect
8.7  Future perfect continuous

Proposal

Progress Check 2 (pp. 102–103)

9  Adjectives 
(pp. 104–117)

9.1 Using adjectives
9.2 Adjectives of quality
9.3  The position of adjectives
9.4  Connecting multiple adjectives

9.5  The order of adjectives  
before nouns

9.6 Adjective patterns

Letter of invitation

10  Adverbs 
(pp. 118–129)

10.1 Using adverbs
10.2 Adverbs of manner
10.3 Adverbs of time
10.4 Adverbs of frequency

10.5  Adverbs of place and 
direction

10.6 Adverbs of degree
10.7 Sentence adverbs

Letter of application

11  Making 
comparisons 
(pp. 130–143)

11.1  Comparing two people/things: expressions
11.2  Comparing two people/things: comparatives
11.3  Comparing more than two people/things: superlatives
11.4  Comparative and superlative forms
11.5  Comparative expressions that show change

Fact file

12  Prepositions 
(pp. 144–157)

12.1  Using prepositions
12.2  Prepositions of place
12.3  Prepositions of movement
12.4  Prepositions of time

12.5  More about prepositions
12.6  Prepositions with adjectives, 

nouns and verbs

Blog entry

Progress Check 3 (pp. 158–159)

13  Modal verbs 
(pp. 160–173)

13.1  Using modal verbs
13.2  Talking about ability
13.3  Talking about necessity and 

obligation
13.4  Talking about prohibition
13.5  Talking about possibility and 

probability

13.6  Making requests and asking 
for permission

13.7  Giving advice and making 
suggestions

13.8  Making offers and invitations

Informal email
Letter of request
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Unit Grammar items
Exam practice  
task text type(s)

14  The passive 
voice 
(pp. 174–187)

14.1  Active voice versus  
passive voice

14.2  Using the passive voice
14.3  Modal verbs

14.4  Verbs not used in the  
passive voice

14.5  The subject it and the 
passive voice

News report

15  Infinitives 
and gerunds 
(pp. 188–199)

15.1  Infinitives
15.2  To-infinitives
15.3  Bare infinitives

15.4  Gerunds
15.5  Verbs used with either 

gerunds or to-infinitives

Newsletter

16  Reported 
speech 
(pp. 200–215)

16.1  Direct and reported speech
16.2  Changing direct speech into 

reported speech
16.3  Reporting statements
16.4  Reporting questions and answers

16.5  Reporting requests, 
commands and advice

16.6  Reporting exclamations
16.7  Mixed types

Survey report

17  Question tags 
(pp. 216–225)

17.1 Using question tags
17.2 Forming question tags
17.3 Tenses in question tags
17.4  Pronouns in question tags

17.5  Imperatives, requests and 
suggestions

17.6 Intonation

Interview

Progress Check 4 (pp. 226–227)

18  Conditionals 
(pp. 228–241)

18.1 Using conditionals
18.2 The zero conditional
18.3 The first conditional

18.4 The second conditional
18.5 The third conditional
18.6  Other conditional expressions

Advice column

19  Linking words 
(pp. 242–255)

19.1  Using linking words/phrases
19.2  Adding information and  

providing examples
19.3 Talking about time
19.4 Talking about contrast

19.5  Talking about reasons  
and results

19.6 Talking about purposes
19.7 Other linking words

Email of reply

20  Relative 
clauses 
(pp. 256–267)

20.1 Using relative clauses
20.2  Defining relative clauses
20.3  Non-defining relative  

clauses

20.4  Relative clauses without 
relative pronouns

20.5  Prepositions before  
relative pronouns

Argumentative essay

21  Participles 
(pp. 268–277)

21.1 Forming participles
21.2  Using participles as adjectives
21.3  Using participle phrases to 

express time relations

21.4  Using participle phrases to 
give reasons

21.5  Using participles in  
relative clauses

Feature article

Progress Check 5 (pp. 278–279)

22  Phrasal verbs 
(pp. 280–288)

22.1  Using phrasal verbs
22.2  Literal and idiomatic phrasal verbs
22.3  Transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs
22.4  Separable and inseparable phrasal verbs

Play script

23  Inversion 
(pp. 289–301)

23.1  Using inversion
23.2  Inversion in questions
23.3  Inversion after so, neither and nor
23.4  Inversion after as, than and so
23.5  Inversion in exclamations
23.6  Inversion with may
23.7  Inversion after negative adverbs 

and adverbial expressions

23.8  Inversion after only and  
not only

23.9  Inversion after adverbial 
phrases of place or 
direction

23.10  Inversion after direct speech
23.11  Inverted conditional 

sentences

Letter to the editor

24  The 
subjunctive 
(pp. 302–313)

24.1  Using the subjunctive
24.2  The present subjunctive
24.3  The present subjunctive in 

that-clauses
24.4  The present subjunctive 

in exclamations and fixed 
expressions

24.5  Alternatives to the present 
subjunctive

24.6  The past subjunctive
24.7  The past subjunctive after 

wish + subject
24.8  The past subjunctive after 

fixed expressions
24.9  The past subjunctive in 

reported speech

Editorial

Progress Check 6 (pp. 314–315)
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14Unit The passive voice

14.1 Active voice versus passive voice
Most sentences in English are active. In an active sentence, the subject is the person/thing that 
does the action, i.e. the agent/doer. Here is the form of an active sentence:

Subject (agent/doer) verb object

Someone stole my money. 

In a passive sentence, the subject is the person/thing affected by the action. Here is the form of 
a passive sentence. Note that we need to use the correct tense form of the verb to be. We use 
the preposition by to identify the agent.

Subject verb to be past participle by object (agent/doer)

My money was stolen by someone.

In most passive sentences, we can leave out the preposition by and the agent.

My money was stolen.

14.2 Using the passive voice
The table below shows how we can use the passive voice in different tenses.

Tense Active sentence Passive sentence

simple present Faye washes the clothes every 
evening.

am/is/are + (not) + past participle

The clothes are washed (by Faye) every 
evening.

simple past Faye washed the clothes 
yesterday.

was/were + (not) + past participle 

The clothes were washed (by Faye) 
yesterday.

simple future
(will/shall) 

Faye will wash the clothes. will/shall + (not) + be + past participle 

The clothes will be washed by Faye.

be going to Faye is going to wash the 
clothes.

am/is/are + (not) + going to + be + past 
participle  

The clothes are going to be washed by 
Faye.

present continuous Faye is washing the clothes. am/is/are + (not) + being + past participle

The clothes are being washed by Faye.

past continuous Faye was washing the 
clothes.

was/were + (not) + being + past participle

The clothes were being washed by Faye.

present perfect Faye has washed the clothes. has/have + (not) + been + past participle

The clothes have been washed by Faye.

Grammar Video
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175

past perfect Faye had washed the clothes. had + (not) + been + past participle

The clothes had been washed by Faye.

future perfect Faye will have washed the 
clothes.

will + (not) + have been + past participle

The clothes will have been washed by 
Faye.

We usually use the passive voice when:

• the action itself is more important than the agent

The lift has been repaired.

• we are more interested in the action than in the agent

The pool is being cleaned at the moment.

• it is obvious who the agent is

The students were given detention.

• we do not know who the agent is

Lily’s application has not been approved.

• it might be insensitive or impolite to name the agent

The words are not spelt correctly.

14.3 Modal verbs
We can also use modal verbs (e.g. can/could, may/might, should, must) in the passive voice. 
Passive sentences with modal verbs are often used in instructions, orders and rules.

The waitress could (not) cancel the order. ➔ The order could (not) be cancelled.
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14.4 Verbs not used in the passive voice
Certain verbs cannot be used in passive sentences.

• Intransitive verbs have no object in the active voice, so they cannot be used in 
passive sentences. 

✗	 He was died.

✓	 He died.

• Most state verbs (e.g. fit, have, resemble, suit) cannot be used in passive sentences as they 
refer to states, not actions. 

✗	 A nice house is had by my family.

✓	 My family has a nice house.

14.5 The subject it and the passive voice
We use the subject it with the passive voice to sound formal and objective:

• in reports, when we do not want to mention the source of the information

It was mentioned that the project was a huge failure.

• to show that this is an opinion that many people share

It is understood that exercise is part of a healthy lifestyle.

• when we do not know who the speaker is

It was said that the rain would stop before noon.

Form Example

It + verb to be + past participle + 
that-clause

It has been reported that they lied about the tests.

We often use the subject it with these verbs:

admit agree allege

announce argue believe

claim consider decide

declare expect find

know mention propose

prove recommend report

say state suggest

suppose think understand
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Reminder
• In spoken or informal English, we sometimes use get instead of be in the passive.

We were told off for making noise.

We got told off for making noise.

He was beaten in the final.

He got beaten in the final.

• We do not use the future continuous tense in the passive voice.

✗	 The dinner will be being cooked by Stella.

• We do not use the present/past perfect continuous tenses in the passive voice.

✗	 The chores have been being done by James.

   Some passive sentences deal with the material used instead of the agent. In this passive 
sentence, we use the preposition with instead of by.

  Fresh paint covered the walls.

  The walls were covered with fresh paint.

  Here, fresh paint is the material used. It is not the agent, which is not identified.

When the verb bear is used to talk about someone’s birth, it is always in the passive 
voice, and always in the past tense.

✗ I born in Hong Kong.

✗ I’m born in Hong Kong.

✓	 I was born in Hong Kong.

Common error
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Form & usage

A  Rewrite the following sentences using the passive voice.

   We use the preposition by to introduce the agent only when the agent is considered 
necessary or important.

 The verdict have been announced by the judge.

1 The Student Council holds a meeting every Wednesday.

A meeting is held every Wednesday by the Student Council.

2 Someone will deal with the complaint promptly.

The complaints will be dealt with promptly.

3 The observatory has forecast rain for the weekend.

Rain has been forecast(ed) for the weekend.

4 Jennifer is organizing the gathering.

The gathering is being organized by Jennifer.

5 I invited Jeremy to the my birthday party.

Jeremy was invited to my birthday party.

6 We will finish our homework before dinner.

Our homework will be finished before dinner.

7 We had eaten most of the snacks by the time Lisa showed up at the picnic.

Most of the snacks had been eaten by the time Lisa showed up at the picnic.

8 Chris will have completed his undergraduate degree by next spring.

Chris’ undergraduate degree will have been completed by next spring.
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B   Form complete sentences using the passive voice. Use the correct form of the words 
provided.

1 not discuss / in the coming meeting / for the picnic

The arrangements  

2 at this time / the product / not sell

Pending test results, the product is not being sold at this time.

3 since Tuesday / not open

The mailbox has not been opened since Tuesday.

4 not cancel / the outing / last Friday

Despite the bad weather, the outing was not cancelled last Friday.

5 before take-off / not inspect / the aircraft

It was found that the aircraft had not been inspected before take-off.

6 not complete / by the end of this month

The construction work will not have been/will not be completed by the end of this month.

7 pass an audition / not require

Participants in the contest are not required to pass an audition.

8 thus far / the man / not drop

Charges against the man have not been dropped thus far. 

9 not give / a full refund

If the merchandise is not in its original packaging, the customer will not be given a full  
refund.

10 when I last visited / not renovate

My grandmother’s flat was not being/had not been renovated when I last visited.

for the picnic will not be/are not going to be discussed in the coming meeting.
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C  Read the sentences. Then form questions using the words provided and the passive voice.

   In questions, we put the auxiliary verb before the subject. Note that modal verbs are a 
kind of auxiliary verb.

 Is the pool being used at the moment?

 Will I be awarded the scholarship?

 Should he be given a warning?

1 seatbelt / must / wear

This roller coaster looks quite tame. Must a seatbelt be worn?  

2 project / complete 

The deadline is coming up. Will the project be completed  in 
time?

3 window / should / open

The room is hot and stuffy. Should the window be opened?

4 contestants / notify

I am calling to ask about the art competition. When will the contestants be notified   

  about the results?

5 it / wash / not

There is grease on the frying pan. Was it not washed/Has it not been washed  after use?

6 victim / attack

I heard there was a robbery in the area last night. Where was the victim attacked?

7 why / it / fix

The bicycle looks fine to me. Why is it being fixed?

8 they / feed

The puppies look restless and discontented. Have they been fed  

since this morning?
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D   Read the notes taken at a meeting of the Board Game Association. Then complete the 
minutes of the meeting in the passive voice using information from the notes and the 
verbs in brackets.

   Apart from It + verb to be + past participle + that-clause, we can also use the passive 
voice with the following sentence patterns.

Active Passive Form

The employer used to 
pay the workers below 
minimum wage.

➔

The workers used to be 
paid below minimum 
wage.

used to + be + past 
participle

People expect that the 
company will release a 
new film in the autumn.

➔

A new film is expected 
to be released in the 
autumn.

verb to be + past participle 
+ to + be + past participle

The dentist will remove 
my wisdom tooth next 
week.

➔

I will have my wisdom 
tooth removed next week.

have/get + object + past 
participle

Original plan: hold exhibition in Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre  

Problem:  the government used to fund the exhibition, but has not renewed our grant this year

Decision:  hold the exhibition in Kowloonbay International Trade and Exhibition Centre

Schedule: hold exhibition in the first week of December

Proposal: display 50 different board games

Suggestion:  ask a contractor to prepare a giant Go stand

 (can give young people an opportunity to try the game)

Originally, this year’s Board Game Exhibition (1) was supposed to be held

  (suppose) in the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. The annual exhibition 

(2) used to be funded  by the government. 

However, this year the grant (3) has not been renewed  

  and so we need to find somewhere cheaper.

Eventually, it was (4) decided that the exhibition will be/is going to be held  (decide) 

in Kowloonbay International Trade and Exhibition Centre. The event is (5) scheduled to be held in  

(the first week of)  (schedule) December.

It was also (6) proposed that 50 different board games can/could/should be displayed  

(propose) at different booths. We will (7) have a giant Go stand  prepared so 

that more (8) young people can be given  an opportunity to try the game Go.
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E   Rewrite these sentences using the passive voice. In each sentence, use the word(s) in 
bold as the subject.

   For verbs that can have both a direct object and an indirect object, either object can 
be used as the subject of a passive sentence.

 (direct object) (indirect object)

Active sentence: Our teacher gave extra homework to students who failed 
the test.

Passive sentence 1: Extra homework was given to students who failed the test.

Passive sentence 2: Students who failed the test were given extra homework.

1 The immigration office is going to send Jenny’s new passport to her.

Jenny’s new passport is going to be sent to her  from the immigration office.

2 Has the company offered you a promotion?

Have you been offered a promotion?

3 The manager did not promise us a full explanation.

We were not promised a full explanation (by the manager).

4 Should we tell her the truth?

Should she be told the truth?

5 I gave my brother a new train set for his birthday.

For his birthday, my brother was given a new train set.

6 The principal will show the new students the school facilities.

The school facilities will be shown to the new students (by the principal).

7 We could not issue Jane a refund.

A refund could not be issued to Jane.

8 My uncle used to teach me chess on Saturday mornings.

I used to be taught chess (by my uncle)  on Saturday mornings.
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Grammar in use

F   Albert has written on article for his university newsletter. Read the article. Then complete 

the dialogue between Albert and his classmate Katie.

The university admitted several British students last year. At the moment, the UK 
government is paying for their tuition. The students have formed an association of British 
students on the campus. They hold regular meetings on Thursday afternoons, although 
not many of them attend. When they complete their studies, their government will fund 
their return flights.

Albert:  Several British students (1) were admitted by the university last year .

Katie:  Is their (2) tuition being paid for  by the UK government?

Albert:  Yes. In addition, an association (3) of British students has been formed  

on the campus.

Katie:  Yes. I heard that regular (4) meetings are held  on Thursday afternoons, 

though they (5) are not attended by  many students. Will they return 

to the UK when their (6) studies are completed ?

Albert:  Yes, and their (7) return flights will be funded  by their government.
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G   Read this magazine article about the Mid-Autumn Festival. Then complete the article 
using the correct form of the words in brackets.

The Mid-Autumn Festival
The Mid-Autumn Festival (1) is celebrated  (celebrate) with special 

sweet cakes which (2) are known  (know) as ‘moon cakes’. Coloured 

lanterns (3) are sold  (sell) everywhere. The lanterns 

(4) used to be shaped  (shape / used to) like animals, but these days 

companies (5) have lanterns designed  (lanterns / design / have) to resemble 

aeroplanes or spaceships as well. Parents usually (6) allow  (allow) 

their children to stay up to take part in the festivities, but the children 

(7) are expected to behave  (expect / behave) well.

The fire dragon dance, in the neighbourhood of Tai Hang in Causeway Bay, is a spectacular 

celebration. Over a century ago, Tai Hang was a small farming village. One year, just 

before the Mid-Autumn Festival, Tai Hang (8) was invaded  (invade) 

by a python and all the animals (9) were killed  (kill). 

(10) It was believed  (believe / it) that the python was the son of 

the Dragon King. Even worse, the village (11) was/had been hit  (hit) 

by a typhoon and a plague just shortly beforehand. As a result, the villagers 

(12) decided  (decide) to perform a special ritual in order to return 

their village to normal. A big straw dragon (13) was built  (build) 

and covered with incense sticks. Then for three days and three nights, the fire dragon 

dance (14) was performed  (perform), and firecrackers and incense sticks 

(15) were lit  (light). The epidemic ended soon afterwards. To this 

day, the villagers (16) are said to have driven  (say / drive) the plague away with 

their ritual.

The Mid-Autumn Festival is now one of Hong Kong’s most popular festivals, one 

which (17) is enjoyed  (enjoy) as 

much by Hongkongers as by visitors to the city. The vibrant 

festivities (18) must be seen to be appreciated  (must / 

appreciate / see)!
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H   Complete the following article using the subjects and the correct form of the verbs in the 
boxes. You may need to add suitable modal verbs in some sentences. Each subject and 
verb can be used ONCE only unless otherwise specified.

dragon boat races drums dumplings (x4) festivals like this one

it many Chinese festivals rice and other fillings the boats

the festivities the venues this festival

appreciate beat believe commemorate decorate eat hold
know make paint preserve steam throw wrap

(1) Many Chinese festivals have been preserved  for hundreds of  

years. The Dragon Boat Festival is a good example. (2) This festival is (also) known  

  as ‘the Double Fifth’ because it falls on the fifth day of 

 the fifth moon on the lunar calendar. (3) The festivities commemorate  

  the death of Qu Yuan, an adviser to King Huai of Chu, who threw 

himself into the river to show his love for his country.

Every year, on the Double Fifth, (4) dragon boat races are held  

  in many places in Hong Kong, with Sha Tin, Sai Kung and 

Tuen Mun being some of the most popular. (5) The venues are decorated  

  with colourful flags and (6) the boats are painted  

  in bright colours.

According to tradition, (7) drums are/should be beaten  

during the race while the racers paddle. (8) It is believed   

  that, in the past, (9) dumplings were/used to be thrown  

  into the river to protect Qu Yuan’s body from being eaten by the fish. 

How (10) are dumplings made ? After the 

(11) rice and other fillings have been wrapped  in bamboo 

leaves, the (12) dumplings are steamed  

until fully cooked. Whether savoury or sweet, (13) dumplings should be eaten  

  while they are still hot, or they will not be as delicious. Although Hong 

Kong is becoming more and more westernized, we believe that (14) festivals like this  

one will be appreciated  for years to come.
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Exam practice   Read Version 1 of the following news report. Then rewrite the 
underlined parts using the passive voice in Version 2 on the 
next page.

Version 1

Typhoon Kaili ripped through Hong Kong 

late last evening, bringing strong winds 

and heavy rain. (1) The observatory hoisted 

Typhoon signal No.10 at 5.17 p.m. local 

time. The hurricane-force winds reached 

175 kilometres per hour, with gusts 

exceeding 280 kilometres per hour. (2) The 

storm affected all districts of the city. The 

heavy rain caused storm surges of 2.95 

metres in Quarry Bay.

During the peak of the storm, (3) people 

were flooding emergency services with calls. 
(4) The strong winds cut the power to many 

homes. (5) The government has reported 

that thousands are still without power in 

certain districts. (6) The government hopes 

that the power companies are going to 

restore power to those affected soon, 

but there is currently no timetable for 

restoration. 

(7) Although the observatory has 

downgraded the typhoon signal to No. 1, 
(8) the government is advising citizens to 

stay indoors if possible. Heavy rain will 

continue to affect the city leading to risks 

of flash floods and landslides. 

The MTR is currently operating under 

limited capacity. Trains on the West Rail 

line are running at 20-minute intervals, 

while the East Rail line is still completely 

suspended. (9) The Transport Department 

has suspended all other forms of public 

transport. (10) Fallen trees have blocked 

many roadways, meaning buses cannot 

reach their destinations. 

(11) The storm left thousands of passengers 

stranded at Hong Kong International 

Airport over the evening. (12) The airport has 

resumed flights, but there will be delays. 

Airport authorities say that it may be several 

days before (13) they restore normal services. 

After Typhoon Mangkhut struck in 2018, 
(14) people criticized government officials 

for the city’s poor preparedness. Following 

the massive power outages brought by 

yesterday’s Typhoon Kaili, (15) we believe 

that the aftermath of the typhoon will 

outrage people in the days to come.

Further damage reports from the storm are 

still coming through. Government officials 

said that (16) they would need more time 

before exact damage numbers from the 

storm would be available.

Major typhoon leaves Hong Kong paralysed
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Text type: news reportVersion 2

Typhoon Kaili ripped through Hong 

Kong late last evening, bringing 

strong winds and heavy rain. 
(1) Typhoon signal No.10 was hoisted  

  at 5.17 p.m. local 

time. The hurricane-force winds reached 

175 kilometres per hour, with gusts 

exceeding 280 kilometres per hour. 
(2) All districts of the city were affected (by

the storm) . 

The heavy rain caused storm surges of 2.95 

metres in Quarry Bay.

During the peak of the storm, 
(3) emergency services were being flooded 

with calls . (4) The power to

many homes was cut by the strong winds . 

It (5) has been reported that thousands are  

still without power  

in certain districts. It (6) is hoped that power 

is going to be restored to those affected  

soon, but there is currently no timetable for 

restoration.

(7) Although the typhoon signal has been

downgraded to No. 1 , 
(8) citizens are (being) advised to stay  

indoors  if possible. Heavy 

rain will continue to affect the city leading 

to risks of flash floods and landslides. 

The MTR is currently operating 

under limited capacity. Trains on 

the West Rail line are running at 

20-minute intervals, while the East 

Rail line is still completely suspended. 
(9) All other forms of public transport have

been suspended . 
(10) Many roadways have been blocked by

fallen trees , meaning 

buses cannot reach their destinations.

(11) Thousands of passengers were left  

stranded  at Hong Kong 

International Airport over the evening. 
(12) Flights have been resumed , 

but there will be delays. Airport authorities 

say that it may be several days before 

(13) normal services are restored . 

After Typhoon Mangkhut struck in 2018, 
(14) government officials were criticized for

the city’s poor preparedness . 

Following the massive power outages 

brought by yesterday’s Typhoon Kaili, it 
(15) is believed that people will be outraged  

  in the days to come.

Further damage reports from the storm are 

still coming through. Government officials 

said that (16) more time would be needed  

  before exact damage numbers 

from the storm would be available.

Major typhoon leaves Hong Kong paralysed
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